T cell receptor analysis in rheumatoid arthritis: what have we learnt?
Many clues point to a role for T lymphocytes in the pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis (RA), although the importance of these cells and their position within the rheumatoid pathogenic scheme remain unknown. Encouraged by data from animal models of T-lymphocyte-mediated autoimmunity, a major focus of research into the role of T lymphocytes in RA has been the usage of T cell receptor V genes in rheumatoid synovitis. Despite many methodologic problems, involving choice of patients and controls, choice of specimens, and technical factors, several conclusions can be drawn from the published research. In particular, synovial T lymphocyte populations, as a whole, frequently show biased V gene usage and restricted clonality within those T lymphocyte subsets that utilize over-represented V gene families. Continued research into these synovial T lymphocyte subsets should provide important insights into the pathogenesis of RA, particularly if solutions to the identified methodologic problems are implemented.